STARSTRUCK
FOUR WAYS TO SEE THE NORTHERN LIGHTS

HELLO!
Those who have been lucky enough to witness the Northern Lights claim that photos pale
in comparison to the celestial display of the Aurora Borealis dancing, curling and
flickering across the starry sky. In the Winter and Spring months, when the sky is darker

flickering across the starry sky. In the Winter and Spring months, when the sky is darker
and clearer, you can trek to the far northern parts of Finland, Iceland, Sweden and
Norway for the very best odds of capturing this natural phenomenon with your own eyes.
Below are four travel ideas to spark your imagination.

GLASS IGLOO GLAMPING IN FINLAND
KAKSLAUTTANEN ARCTIC RESORT

The Finland hotel with the world-famous two-person glass igloos has added larger new
“Kilo-Glass igloos” to their accommodations. Up to six guests can admire the Northern
Lights from the comfort of a warm log chalet outfitted with a private sauna, fireplace,
kitchenette and bedroom with a stunning glass roof. The hotel's organized aurora trips
start in late August, allowing for guests to chase the lights on horseback at night and
canoe in the wilderness by day.

canoe in the wilderness by day.
REQUEST DETAILS

A PRIVATE TOUR OF ICELAND
5 DAYS • ARTISANS OF LEISURE

A private journey through Iceland is an ideal way for the discerning traveler to capture
the Northern Lights- along with countless natural sights. You’ll experience a landscape
filled with colors and contrast throughout this guided tour, including VIP access to the
Blue Lagoon, a dip in the Secret Lagoon and Gullfoss Waterfal, and a full day private
excursion to Thorsmork glacial valley, named after the Norse god of Thunder, Thor.
REQUEST DETAILS

A TOUR OF THE SWEDISH LAPLAND
3 NIGHTS • THE TRAVEL DESIGNER

The Swedish Lapland is Sweden's northernmost destination, spanning from Skellefteå in
the south to Kiruna up in the north. It is Europe’s last expanse of true wilderness and
home to Europe’s only indigenous people, the Sámi. It is a land of eight seasons, the
Northern Lights and the Midnight Sun. Lastly, it is home to Treehotel, where your ultramodern tree cabin is nestled in a tall pine forest with spectacular views of the Lule
River. In addition to this unique lodging experience, itinerary highlights include a private
Northern Lights photo safari, light hunting aboard snowmobiles, and a guided dog
sledding tour.
REQUEST DETAILS

AN ILLUMINATING NORDIC CRUISE
13 DAYS • VIKING OCEAN CRUISES

Experience a land where dawn and twilight merge on the edges of the long Arctic night.
Cruising far north in Norway’s winter, witness what few others see: wondrous snowdusted landscapes, cities hushed in slumber and the luminous aurora borealis dancing in
the sky. Sami legends, a sled dog ride and mysterious rock carvings bring you close to
your destination while jaw dropping moments, like sailing past the legendary Puplit Rock
(pictured above), put you in awe of nature.
REQUEST DETAILS
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